
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

TRBL TRBL TRBL TRBL Vs Vs Vs Vs BusinBusinBusinBusineeeess Movesss Movesss Movesss Moves    

11111111////5555/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Malvina Mitchell (TRBL) 

POM: Rebecca Haines (Business Moves) 

  

After a 20 delay with the posts the games were underway. 

 

B’Moves has the first centre this was soon to be stolen by TRBL but this steel wasn’t converted 

first off, Moves intercepted the ball but after what felt a long time TRBL scored the first goal. First 

quarter was end to end and both teams battling for every ball, a fast paced quarter with both 

teams up for the fight. 

 

2nd quarter carried on from the first, both teams fighting for every ball, TRBL GA Nikki Coleman 

found form in this quarter with some accurate shooting scoring everything thrown at her from 

TRBL’s best player WA Malvina Mitchell always available for a pass from her defence and first 

time ball into her shooters. despite strong pressure from GK Sandra Fulford and GD, TRBL went 

into half 8 goals up. 

 

3rd quarter saw a change in the B’Moves attack with GA Rebecca Haines moving to GS, the 

changed worked in B’Moves favour, both Moves GA and WA managed to find Rebecca with ease 

and now with her eye in and earning best player from TRBL was scoring everything thrown at her. 

TRBL fought for every ball in the defence with GD Donna Hancock making some vital 

interceptions tying to stop B’Moves flow. B’Moves pulled back 2 goals so TRBL lead by 6 going 

into the last quarter. 

 

4th quarter B’Moves come out fighting even though their WD hurt her shoulder she was still 

applying pressure round the circle edge. TRBL knew all they had to do was to score their own 

centres for the win. B’Moves never game up and got back within 5 goals but it was not enough. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: TRBTRBTRBTRBL L L L 47474747––––    Business Business Business Business Moves Moves Moves Moves 42424242    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

TRBL TRBL TRBL TRBL Vs Vs Vs Vs VolumeVolumeVolumeVolume    

6666////4444/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Lou Grainger (TRBL) 

POM: Katie Antcliffe (Volume) 

  

Despite TRBL missing 5 key players and with a team that have not played together and players 

out of position, didn’t stop them from getting off to a flying start. Their GA and best player Lou 

Grainger finding form early on with some fast paced passes from her C Izzy Kemp sinking 

everything thrown at her winning this quarter 14-5. Volume applied the pressure in the shooting 

circle but nothing stopped Lou in this quarter. 

 

2nd quarter Volume upped their game taking 3 goals in quick succession, their GK and best player 

Katie Antcliffe intercepting the balls into TRBL stopping them in their flow. These turn overs were 

played safely to their attack who despite under pressure from GD Leanne Smith who was out of 

position Volumes GA Vicky Heath who now had her eye in scored the turnovers. There were 

periods of this quarter that was a game of centre court with both teams turning the ball over for 

the other team to apply pressure and turn the ball back but ending 13 28 at half time 

 

More of the same from TRBL who had no subs but with changes from volume and fresh legs they 

did find Vicky GA and Liz GS sinking the goals but with Rachel Caswell GK putting pressure on the 

rebounds TRBL were able to convert with lou Grainger England nets goals form unstoppable 

quarter 3 ended 39/19  

 

Volume did enough in the last and final quarter to get themselves a point converting 28 against 

the needed 26 goals of TRBLs 51  

 

Final score 51/28 to TRBL, lovely gain joint cheer and fantastic sportsmanship between the sides. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: TRBTRBTRBTRBL 51L 51L 51L 51        ––––    Volume 28Volume 28Volume 28Volume 28    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

TRBL TRBL TRBL TRBL Vs Vs Vs Vs VolumeVolumeVolumeVolume    

8888////12121212/2018/2018/2018/2018    

POM: (TRBL) 

POM: (Volume) 

  

Tilehurst started with a few out of position today Claire Beasley normally GD playing C  likewise 

with volume, Vicky McLaughlin GS for volume, natural position GD/WD. Considering this it was a 

low scoring first quarter for all involved Tilehurst coming out ahead though with good shooting 

from Lorraine Hancock and Nikki Coleman.  

 

Volume continued to feed the circle well but Sophie Lightowlers GD played out of her skin getting 

her arms to most balls fed to GA/GS well covered by Rachel Caswell GK keeping the score to x v x 

going into the half time break Sophie Lightowlers doing so well earning her POM status  

 

After the third and a change from Tilehurst saw Donna Hancock move to C and Claire Beasley still  

out of position move to WD. Volume seemed to get their flow and started to put the pressure 

turning over lots by their man of the match Katie Antcliffe GK who stopped the ball being fed 

over head with her fabulous interceptions, volume really pulled back into the game here and 

capitalised oh Tilehurst change.  

 

Going into the last quarter a change back to the starting line up for Tilehurst saw them manage to 

maintain their early lead they made and come out on top but Volume persisted and pushed for 

half and throughly deserved their point scoring. 

    

Final Score:Final Score:Final Score:Final Score:    TRBL 32TRBL 32TRBL 32TRBL 32        ––––    Volume 16Volume 16Volume 16Volume 16    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

TRBL TRBL TRBL TRBL Vs Vs Vs Vs RG7 BlackRG7 BlackRG7 BlackRG7 Black    

3333////11111111/2018/2018/2018/2018    

POM: Donna Hancock (TRBL) 

POM: Laura Callaway (RG Blacks) 

  

On a sunny November morning, RG7 Black unfortunately started two goals down due to the late 

arrival of their umpire. They then struggled to settle in the first quarter, only scoring two goals. 

Tilehurst, on the other hand, got off to a flying start and maximised some of RG7’s mistakes, 

dominating the first quarter with some good feeds into the circle and some accurate shooting 

from GS Lorraine Hancock and GA Natalie Tucker to lead 19-2 at the break. 

 

The second quarter was a more even 15 minutes with RG7 bringing on a new WA, Carla 

Humphries, and their previous WA, Charlotte Ellis, moving to GA. They fought hard to keep up 

with up with Tilehurst’s quick pace and fluid play to only trail in this quarter by 3 goals (12-9), 

after making some good interceptions and more accurate passing to keep the pressure on. This 

left the score at half time as 31-11. 

 

Both teams made some changes at half time. Tilehurst stepped up another gear in the third and 

fourth quarters with some excellent interceptions by Sophie Lightowers and Donna Hancock 

(Tilehurst POM) and their new shooting pair of Nikki Coleman and Natalie Tucker worked 

exceptionally well together. Despite the continued effort and positivity by all of the RG7 players 

and the defenders of Laura Hunt and Laura Callaway (RG7 POM) making some good tips, they 

struggled to make any significant impact on the score. Tilehurst were too strong for their 

opponents and sealed a comfortable win with the final score standing at 69-22.    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: TRBL 69TRBL 69TRBL 69TRBL 69        ––––    RG7 Black 22RG7 Black 22RG7 Black 22RG7 Black 22    

    


